Senior Manager Competitive Intelligence (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

347516

As part of the Corporate Strategy department, we drive Competitive Intelligence across
the organization and provide financial and strategic insights to enable management
decisions. We support Infineon with tailored methodologies, tools, and platforms for
Competitive Intelligence, leading the digitalization of our processes. All of this, we do
with enthusiasm and passion! Are you passionate about Competitive Intelligence? Then
you should pursue a fulfilling strategy career at Infineon by joining our team. We are
looking for a Senior Manager who is passionate about the semiconductor competitive
landscape as well as strategic and financial topics. In this role, you will have the
opportunity to enable various strategic decisions, by defining, gathering, analyzing and
distributing intelligence about Infineon’s competitors. As well as being responsible for
developing Infineon’s strategic plans and for managing individual corporate strategy
projects to ensure the companies continued successful growth and profitability.

Start date:

as soon as possible

In your new role you will:
Continuously screen and analyze the strategic and financial development of
Infineon’s competitive landscape
Actively support the organization in the set-up of modern CI related financial
models
Translate competitive intelligence into competitive actions - supporting our
business and strategic projects
Share knowledge on competitors' strategic moves with the organization to gain
an understanding of their products, technologies, operations and sales &
marketing related behavior
Further establish an organization-wide exchange of CI interconnecting topics
with multiple stakeholders
Enhance and continuously improve a CI platform and foster an active community
across Infineon

Profile
You enjoy working independently and want to provide guidance and coaching to the
Infineon Competitive Intelligence community. Furthermore, you remain flexible,
continuously focused on project quality and working solution-oriented. You have a
clear understanding of how multiple functions contribute to achieve the business
objectives. You are constantly curious, willing to reinvent yourself where the curiosity
takes you, and are really passionate about something else than work, too.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:

A degree in Business Administration, International Business, Economics,

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

347516

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Laura Nairz
Talent Attraction Manager

A degree in Business Administration, International Business, Economics,
Engineering or comparable
At least 6 years of relevant professional experience related to the areas of
Competitive Intelligence, M&A, Finance, Financial Modelling, Management
Consulting, Procurement (supplier knowledge) or Operations (manufacturing
knowledge)
Very good knowledge of processes and methods related to CI
Knowledge of Infineon markets, competitors and products and knowledge of
semiconductor industry is a plus
Advanced communications skills including the ability to prepare top
management presentations and demonstrated positive attitude towards change
Fluent English skills, with German as a plus

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

